VALLE VALLEY

Jättadalen Valley
and Öglunda Cave
Vertical cliffs and secret ravines
Jättadalen (Giants’ Valley) is the perfect place for giants with its wild cliffs and
angular boulders that appear to have been thrown in anger. That said, it’s an
advantage to be small at Öglunda Cave.
Hitta hit
Hitta hit

The vertical cliffs at Jättadalen overlook the

entire Valle region with a view all the way to
Kinnekulle. The walk up to the cave is full of
adventures and therefore suitable for families,
although the path is sometimes steep and uneven.
There is a freshwater source you can drink from,
rapids with rocks to jump on, mountains to
climb (with rope and chain), stomach-turning
precipices and, at the end – a cave.
The cave is situated about fifteen minutes’ walk
through an unexciting industrial forest, and you
will soon begin to wonder whether you have gone
too far. This is unlikely if you have followed the
orange signs from the viewpoint. A sign marks
the arrival point. From there, the path plummets
into a deep crevice and continues into the ravine,
which is full of small boulders and strange holes
you can fill with your own stories. Don’t expect
an enormous chamber, because what looks like a
cave is only a small portion of a secretive whole.
The small cave to the left as you enter the ravine
is called Grandfather’s Chamber. It is large
enough for five children. Turn to the right at the
bottom and continue about 40 metres and you
will come to another cave. The whole ravine, with
tall diabase pillars on all sides, is called Öglunda
Cave.

Don’t
Missa intemiss: The sacred source along
Missa inte
the path to the viewpoint. People used
to come from afar to be cured in its magic
waters. Hitta
There
hit is a long-standing tradition of
Bästa matsäcksplatsen
Bästa
matsäcksplatsen
throwing
coins
in the water. It was named
“Source of the Year” in 2008.

Missa inte
Wildlife:
Hawfinch, raven and
Arter att hålla utkik efter
Arter att hålla utkik efter
nutcracker.

Picnic
spots: The obvious spot is the
Bästa matsäcksplatsen
En skum grejabove the waterfall, but if
outlook
En skum grej
you are travelling with small or very active
children, the first outlook with a view of the
Arter
att hålla utkik
waterfall
might
be efter
more suitable. It can be
Barnpotential
hard to Barnpotential
enjoy the view with a sheer drop
only a few metres away.

En skum grej
Getting
there: Park at Öglunda
Tips
Hitta
Tips hit
Church and follow the marked trail
to Jättadalen.
Barnpotential
Parkering
Missa
inte
Parkering

Tips
Badplats
Bästa
matsäcksplatsen
Badplats

On the back of this brochure is a
picture of the view from Jättadalen.

Parkering
Missa inte
Arter
Missaatt
intehålla utkik efter
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The lookout at Öglunda was inaugurated in
1910 to the accompaniment of gun salutes and
a choir. It was demolished in 1964, but some
dream of reconstructing it.

Jättadalen is a deep ravine surrounded by
diabase crags and eroded clay slate. There
are 10–20-metre-deep sheer drops in some
places. During your walk, you will notice a clear
difference between the fertile lime soils of the
Valle plain and the poor soils of the coniferous
forest.
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